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UPDATE #13

As of June 1, 2022
UCCA Launches New Project...

FIGHTING CHANCE
UKRAINE

Please visit
https://www.fightingchanceukraine.org/

A new project of the UCCA
UCCA is excited to announce the launch of “Fighting Chance Ukraine.” We are honored that former high level US military officials recognized UCCA’s humanitarian aid efforts and joined in partnership with us to help expand assistance to Ukraine’s Territorial Defense Forces.

Our partners, clockwise (from largest picture):
Jerry Hultin - Former United States Under Secretary of the Navy
Dr. Harlan Ullman - Advisor to Supreme Allied Commanders Europe (2004-2016)
Dov S. Zakheim - Former United States Under Secretary of Defense
IFAKs continue making it to the frontlines...
Crucial to saving lives...

The deliveries of IFAKs (individual first aid kits) continues
Another 50 life-saving IFAKs reach the frontlines – this time in Izyum (Kharkiv Oblast)
UCCA purchased and delivered secure communications to the frontlines
UCCA-funded Drone in action..

Testing and training with the Skydio drone
Additional drones arrive in Mykolaiv...